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Robert Morgenthaler – tb
Ewald Hügle – ss, as, ts, bar
Urs Röllin – g
Dieter Ulrich – dr

With the second CD the four musicians of the new jazz group "unart 4.0" who
originate from very different corners of jazz consequently pick up the red thread
where they left it in their debut CD, highly acclaimed by the international press.
Again the compositions are elegantly led together in three suites. While in "3
Suites" the pieces of the various composers were still mixed, they are now in
"New Suites" homogenously combined by each one of the three artists. The
aesthetic presentation of each of them thus becomes more clearly, more
austerely audible. At the same time it is impressing how the authentically
developed performance and the unmistakable culture of sound of "unart 4.0"
achieve to bring the various authors together again. A successful piece of music
combining contemporary composition and improvisation with dreamlike accuracy
leading the listeners over and over again into new and surprising worlds of
sound.
The saxophonist Ewald Hügle is classically trained (under Ivan Roth), but his
first love has always been jazz. His mastery of the saxophone, from soprano to
baritone, gives the band its characteristic sound.
The Swiss (Schaffhausen) guitarist Urs Röllin provides the harmonic framework,
assuming a wide range of roles, whether it be as bassist, electronic wizard,
soloist or simply discrete accompanist.
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Dieter Ulrich, the outstanding drummer, put his mark alongside Urs Blöchlinger
on the Swiss Jazz scene of the 1980s and 1990s. His ability to keep pace with
unexpected changes makes him not only the perfect timekeeper but also the
band's helmsman.
Robert Morgenthaler's trombone playing is sensuous, bluesy and jazzy,
making sure "unart 4.0" keeps its feet firmly on the ground. His vast experience
as a composer and instrumentalist is second to none.

Upcoming concerts
04/22/2008
05/31/2008

Moods, Zürich, CH
Haberhaus, Schaffhausen, CH

The following CD of Unart 4.0 has already been released on Unit Records:
UTR 4133
Unart 4.0
«3 Suiten»
Release Date: 11/01/2001

For further information please visit:
www.ursroellin.ch
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